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Abstract

This paper describes a proposed automatic language accent iden-
tification system based on phoneme class trajectory models. Our
focus is to preserve discriminant information of the spectral evo-
lution that belong to each accent. Here, we describe two clas-
sification schemes based on stochastic trajectory models; super-
vised and unsupervised classification. For supervised classifica-
tion, we assume text of spoken words are known and integrate
this into the classification scheme. Unsupervised classification
uses a Multi-Trajectory Template, which represents the global
temporal evolution of each accent. No prior text knowledge
of the input speech is required for the unsupervised scheme.
We also conduct human-perceptual accent classification exper-
iments for comparison automatic system performance. The ex-
periments are conducted on 3 foreign accents (Chinese, Thai,and
Turkish) with nativeAmerican English. Our experimental evalu-
ation shows that supervised classification outperforms unsuper-
vised classification by 11.5%. In general, supervised classifi-
cation performance increases to 80% correct accent discrimina-
tion as we increase the phoneme sequence to 11 accent-sensitive
phonemes.

1. Introduction
The field of automatic accent classification is a challenging
and interesting research area, since the manner in which a pri-
mary(L1) language accent is conveyed during the production of
speech in a second language(L2) will depend on both languages,
and perhaps, the speakers. The ability to separate accent sensi-
tive traits from speaker sensitive traits is an overriding goal for
our accent classification work. The ability to achieve reliable
accent classification performance offers potential knowledge
to improve speech and speaker recognition systems by direct-
ing alternate pronunciation dictionaries, phoneme/word models,
or modification of mixture weights in HMM or GMM classi-
fiers [10, 13]. A number of previous studies have considered
accent or dialect classification of American English [2, 3, 10].
Some studies have considered accent classification based on for-
mant locations, duration features, pitch profile histograms, en-
ergy contour histograms, cepstral features, temporal structure
(voice-onset time, stop release time), and isolated or monophone
based HMMs [2, 9, 4].

The accent classification system presented in this paper em-
ploys a Stochastic Trajectory Model (STM)[6] on individual
phoneme classes across a speech utterance, so that we can better
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re the spectral/temporal structure over the duration of the
[12]. For supervised classification, prior text knowledge

orced alignment are combined to generate a sequence of
me tokens of the utterance. Accent likelihood scores are
ated for each phoneme segment in the utterance and accu-
ed to produce an overall accent discrimination score. In
al, the process of accent classification has been typically
in front-end analysis for accent-specific automatic speech
nition. Such front-end processing would not be responsible
derstanding the input of the speech sequence. It is there-
ot necessary to decode the speech segment into a string

ssible words as is common in speech recognition. Unsu-
sed classification based on our STM scheme is also pro-

to support such applications. The Multi-Trajectory Tem-
MTT) will consist of mixtures of trajectories, which are
d from all phoneme classes of the same accented speech.
TT therefore represents the global trajectory movements
phones for each accent. It is believed that the hypoth-
accent will be from the MTT which coincides with the
trajectory components seen in the recognition stage.
ccent classification is a challenging problem since there is
ar boundaries between accent classes (i.e., a speaker may
a mild to heavy accent). In order to study the classifica-
erformance, we also conduct a human perception study to
are with automatic algorithm discrimination results. In this
, we conduct experiments using isolated words from CU-
nt corpus [14]. We concentrate on discriminating between

American English versus Chinese, Thai, and Turkish ac-
. This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 describes
roposed accent classification schemes. In Section 3, ex-
ental evaluations are conducted using isolated words. The
ends with conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. Accent Classification Algorithms

wo proposed automatic accent classification schemes use
acoustic information, without requiring any high-level
ledge from a language model. Figure 1 show the block
ams of our basic accent classification algorithms.

Stochastic Trajectory Model (STM)

be a sequence of Q points: X = (x0,x1, . . . ,xq−1),
each point is a D-dimensional vector in a speech pro-

n space. X is obtained by re-sampling a sequence of d
s according to a linear time scale. Here, we assumed each
me symbol is associated with a set of stochastic generators

jectories, and a phone model may be viewed as a mixture
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Figure 1: Basic Block diagram for accent classification.

of trajectory models. A similar concept was originally proposed
as a source generator framework for modeling speech produc-
tion in emotional/stressful condition [7, 8]. Here, the probability
density function(pdf) of a segment X, given a duration of d and
the phoneme symbol s, can be written as:

p(X|d, s) =
∑

tk∈Ts

p(X|tk, d, s)Pr(tk|s) (1)

where Ts is the set of trajectory components associated with
s. Pr(tk|s) is the probability of trajectory tk given phoneme
s, with the constraint

∑
k∈Ts

Pr(tk|s) = 1, ∀s. p(X|tk, d, s)
is the pdf of the vector sequence X, given that we know the
component trajectory tk, d and s. The distribution assigned to
each of the Q sample points on a trajectory is characterized by
a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean vector ms

k,i,
and covariance matrix Σs

k,i. Using an assumption of frame-
independent trajectories, the pdf is modeled as:

p(X|tk, d, s) =

Q−1∏

i=0

Gaussian(X;ms
k,i,Σ

s
k,i). (2)

In order to estimate a model, we need to consider segments
representing the same phonetic units that are of different dura-
tions, and therefore we will normalize or re-scale all segments to
have a fixed duration. The fixed duration length can be thought
of as the underlying spectral trajectory of X, and X is the real-
ization of the fixed duration due to variations in speaking rate.

2.2. Supervised Classification

At the training stage, a sequence of Mel-cepstral coefficients are
tokenized into individual phoneme segments by using forced
alignment and prior text knowledge. A set of 37 context-
independent phone models are trained for each accent under
consideration. Here, we assume gender dependent models in
order to reduce speaker variety due to genders. In practice, us-
ing a Gaussian Mixture Model to decide speaker gender is quite
effective and almost always correct. During testing, a sequence
of Mel-cepstral coefficients are also tokenized into individual
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me segments by using forced alignment and prior text
ledge. The accent log-likelihood score of each phoneme
culated from the accent dependent trajectory model cor-
nding to that phoneme token. The hypothesized accent is
cent which gives the maximum accent likelihood score for
utterance.
he log-likelihood score computed from each STM model
ned as:

LSTM (X|s) = log(p(X|d, s)) + β · log(p(d|s)), (3)

alized by the number of trajectory points Q as the likelihood
from each phone model. Here, p(d|s) is the duration(in
s) distribution of each accent phoneme, modeled using a
tribution. β is the adjustable duration weight.

Unsupervised Classification

nsupervised classification scheme is based on the under-
assumption that speech spoken with different accents will
y a distinct set of trajectories in the feature space, namely
ulti-Trajectory Template(MTT). The MTT consists of mix-
of trajectories, when each mixture represents a global tra-
y movement of one acoustic class or a set of acoustic
s. The MTT can be interpreted as a soft representation
various trajectories of acoustic classes that make up the

s of a specific accent. Analogous to GMM for a speaker
nition task, we can interpret the GMM as a soft representa-
f the various acoustic classes that make up the sounds of the
er; each component density can be thought of as the distri-
n of possible vectors associated with each of the acoustic
s, each class representing possibly one speech sound or a
speech sounds.
uring training, similar to supervised classification, a se-
e of Mel-cepstral coefficients are tokenized into individ-
oneme segments by using forced alignment and prior text

ledge. The MTT is trained from all phoneme classes us-
e LBG clustering technique in a similar fashion to STM

ng [1] but we ignore the duration distribution. The number
sters or mixtures, M , should be equal or larger than the
er of phoneme classes in the task. For our experiment, we
M = 50. During recognition, an input speech utterance
oded using three MTTs trained from English speech, an
t speech style, and a silence model. The formulation of an
nce recognition is based on maximizing the probability of
terance with a sequence of trajectory segments.
et an utterance u be represented by L(u) trajectory seg-
, u � a1, . . . , ah, . . . , aL(u), where ah is a trajectory
onent from an MTT. Let the last time slot number of of
th trajectory segment ah be an unknown constant nh. A
entation of u is represented by a set of slot numbers {nh},
n0 = 0, nL(u) = N , and N is the number of frames in

terance. Utterance recognition then consists of searching
e set of slot numbers that maximize Θ(u|O) [6], as follows:

O) = max
n1,...,nL(u)

Pr(u|n1, . . . nL(u), O) (4)

= max
n1,...,nL(u)

Pr(a1, . . . , aL(u)|n1, . . . nL(u), O)

= max
n1,...,nL(u)

L(u)∏

h=1

Pr(ah|Xnh−1+nh+1
2

, nh − nh−1),

Xnh−1+nh+1
2

is a sequence of Q vectors centered at time

nh−1+nh+1}/2, andnh−nh−1 is frame duration, similar



to d in Eq. 1. After decoding, the MTT which contributes the
majority of the trajectory components in the utterance is used to
decide the speech accent.

3. Experimental Results
This section describes our CU-Accent database, experiments on
accent identification, and evaluation results. In this study, we
are interested in pairwise classification between nativeAmerican
English (En) versus 3 foreign accents; Chinese(Ch), Thai(Th),
and Turkish(Tu). Due to the limited number of speakers, 10 male
speakers/accent, we performed 5 experiments for each setup by
using a Round-Robin procedure (i.e., training on 8 speakers and
testing on the remaining 2 speakers, then repeat). The final
results are the average of 5 experiments using all open test tokens.
All experiments were conducted on isolated word speech, with
all models based on phonemes.

3.1. CU-Accent Speech Corpus

The CU-Accent speech corpus[14] was organized and collected
at CSLR for algorithm formulation in acoustic-phonetic studies
in automatic accent classification and speaker recognition. The
speech was collected across a telephone channel, digitized at
8000 Hz and stored in 16-bit linear PCM format. The database
contains 8 accents with 4 major accents having more than 10
speakers per gender. The corpus contains 5 tokens of 23 isolated
words, 4 short sentences in both English and speaker’s native
language, and one minute of spontaneous speech on any topic of
interest to the speaker. Each subject provided detailed written
information on their language background, age, and occupation.
Each speaker’s L1 language was used as their true accent for
(L2) American English.

3.2. Human Perception

This section briefly describes a human perception study which
was conducted on 2 native American Speakers, and 6 speakers
who use English as their second language. Using a single-wall
sound booth, meeting ASHA standards for ambient noise, a for-
mal listener evaluation was performed. Each listener was asked
to classify a list of speakers for accent type between nativeAmer-
ican and accented speech using a set of randomly selected words
of 5 speakers from each accent. The listener evaluation was per-
formed in three phases: human accent classification based on (i)
1 word, (ii) 2 words, and (iii) 3 words. Each listener was able
to listen to each test token multiple times before making their
decision. No listener had any history of hearing loss, and each
listener was able to adjust the volume to a comfortable level.
On the average, each isolated word contained 4 phonemes (i.e.,
human accent classification performance using on average 4, 8,
and 12 phoneme strings). Fig. 2 summarizes human accent clas-
sification performance. We see that after 8 phoneme(2 words)
levels off to between 87-90% accent classification for Chinese
and Thai accent. Turkish performance showed more variability.

3.3. Experiments

We conducted experiments on speech from forty speakers for
three accent classes(Chinese, Thai, and Turkish) and neutral
class(English). The isolated-word speech was parameterized
with 12 MFCCs and normalized log energy. For supervised
classification, in both training and test stages, speech was seg-
mented automatically using forced alignment. A single aligner
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Figure 2: Human perceptual rates.

on Viterbi algorithm was used for consistent and portabil-
the system. The acoustic models of the aligner were trained
another database. STM-based classification used 5 sample
s and 2 trajectory mixtures. For comparison, we trained
ventional HMM based classifier in a supervised manner.
HMM model consisted of 5 emitting states, with each state
g 2 Gaussian mixtures. For unsupervised classification,
TT with 50 mixtures of trajectories was trained for each

t during the training stage. Table 1 shows the percent cor-
ccent classification rates for supervised and unsupervised
es at one word test of speech, compared to human classifi-
rates. From the table, STM performed slightly better than
. For all methods, classification rates of Chinese/English
hai/English were comparable, while the classification rate
rkish/English was the lowest.

Ch/En Th/En Tu/En
Human 79.38 76.88 76.25
HMM 69.73 69.45 63.69
STM 70.61 71.76 65.91
MTT 60.69 58.27 54.77

le 1: Accent classification rates at (isolated)word level.

rom our empirical studies, several phoneme classes(i.e.,
ls, diphthongs) had more accent discriminability than the
s. Next, we consider accent classification experiments
mploy only perceptually important accent phone in the
h signal. Supervised classification was performed on en-
honeme sequences of isolated words, but accent likelihood
s were only computed from the accent-sensitive phoneme
.e., /iy, ih, eh, ae, aa, er, axr, ax, uw, uh, ay, ay, aw, ey,
, y/) 1. Fig. 3 shows the accent classification performance
ying STM and HMM models using a decision with single

s phoneme sequence string (i.e., 1, 5, 11, and 17 phonemes
per decision). Increasing the number of phonemes was ob-

from random concatenation of different isolated words.
pected, as the number of phonemes increases, both classi-
n schemes performed better in a similar fashion to human

ptual rates. Accent classification rates of Chinese/English
hai/English were consistently better than Turkish/English
h HMM and STM.
or completeness, Figure 4 shows the DET curves [11] of
fication performance between English and Thai accents at

e [1] for a detailed comparison of accent classification over indi-
phonemes.



1, 5 and 11 phonemes. The closer line to the lower left cor-
ner shows better detection performance. STM again performed
slightly better than HMM based accent classification.
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Figure 4: Accent detection performance for classifying Thai ac-
cent against American English using HMM and STM models
with different phoneme lengths(1,5,11), in the decision process.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an accent classification method that
employs trajectory models in an effort to capture more specific
spectral structure over the phoneme duration. Our phoneme-
based automatic accent classification algorithm and evaluations
illustrated that useful accent discriminant information is pre-
served in the accent trajectory models in both supervised and
unsupervised schemes. From our study, supervised STM trajec-
tory based classification outperformed unsupervised trajectory
based classification. STM always performed slightly better than
HMM based classification. In general, unsupervised classifi-
cation is more flexible for practical accent classification appli-
cations. Finally, we saw that STM performed 9,5, and 10%
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human accent classification for Chinese, Thai, and Turk-
cents. Since speakers may not consistently display accent
nt across speech, human classification performance should
as a reasonable approximation to ground truth for these
ers.
ur future work will focus on diphone segments and pro-
n space analysis which increase accent discrimination. We
lso consider performance trade-offs using spontaneous
h, and again compare performance with human accent clas-
ion.
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Figure 3: Accent classification rates vs number of phonemes for (a) Chinese/English, (b) Thai/English(center),and (c) Turkish/English.
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